TITLE: NETWORK-ASSISTED INITIATION OF EMERGENCY CALLS FROM A MULTI-MODE WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICE

Abstract: A multi-mode wireless communication device is configured to access a core network of a wireless communication system via any one of multiple different access networks (ANs). Not all of these ANs may support emergency calls. To help the device select which AN it should use to initiate an emergency call, one or more servers in the core network send emergency support information to the device indicating which ANs support emergency calls. The server(s) advantageously send this information to the device prior to the device initiating an emergency call. Thus, upon receiving a command to initiate an emergency call, the device intelligently selects the AN over which to initiate the call based on which ANs actually support that emergency call. This eliminates or at least minimizes the possibility that the emergency call will be redirected to a different AN, thereby reducing the delay required to successfully place the emergency call.
The present invention relates generally to making an emergency call from a multi-mode wireless communications device, and particularly to providing a multi-mode wireless communication device with information about which access networks available to it support emergency calls, prior to initiation of an emergency call.

For the foreseeable future, a variety of different radio access technologies (RATs) will exist in parallel. For example, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and the 3GPP2 are simultaneously developing competing RAT standards, based on Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) and CDMA2000, respectively. Even 3GPP itself develops different RAT standards, some evolutionary with a concern for backwards compatibility (e.g., High-Speed Packet Access, HSPA) and some revolutionary with a focus on performance irrespective of backwards compatibility (e.g., Long Term Evolution, LTE). The same can be said of 3GPP2. Furthermore, as 3GPP and 3GPP2 continue to develop their respective RAT standards, each develop different technology stages or releases (e.g., 3GPP provides different releases of HSPA, including Release 5, 6, and 7). In addition to these technologies, wireless local area network (WLAN) and "WiMax" technologies may be widely available, often side-by-side with other technologies and with each other.

With such a variety of RATs available, multiple wireless operators may deploy different RATs in any given area, with varying degrees of interoperability permitted between them. In fact, because deployment of any technology is likely to be gradual, and because any one technology may not be sufficient to provide ubiquitous coverage and continuous high quality of service, even a single wireless operator may deploy different RATs in any given area, with overlapping coverage.

Thus, at any given time and location, multiple access networks (ANs) implementing different RATs may be accessible to a wireless communication device. A multi-mode wireless communication device supports multiple RATs, and can therefore select, or be directed to select, any one of multiple different ANs for initiating a given call.
Selection between multiple ANs proves particularly challenging when a multi-mode device attempts to initiate an emergency call. Not all ANs available to the multi-mode device may support emergency calls. An AN, for example, may not be capable of prioritizing emergency calls over non-emergency calls/services, may not be able to provide sufficient quality of service for emergency calls, and/or may not offer localization services to properly route emergency calls. The multi-mode device may therefore initiate an emergency call over one AN, e.g., a non-3GPP AN, only to find out that the AN does not support that emergency call. If the multi-mode device finds out that the AN does not support the emergency call after the call has already been set up, the call may be dropped altogether or poor quality of service may hinder communication. Moreover, even if the multi-mode device finds out that the AN does not support the emergency call before the call has been setup, and can thereafter select a different AN for redirecting the emergency call, the newly selected AN may very well exhibit the same behavior. This trial and error process potentially adds considerable delay to the time required to successfully place an emergency call from a multi-mode device, a delay that in some emergencies is simply unacceptable.

SUMMARY

Teachings herein provide a multi-mode wireless communication device with information about which access networks available to it support emergency calls, prior to initiation of an emergency call. Provided with this information, the device can intelligently select an access network over which to initiate the emergency call based on which access networks actually support that emergency call. By eliminating or at least minimizing the possibility that the emergency call will be redirected to a different access network, the teachings reduce the delay required to successfully place the emergency call and increase the chance of setting up the emergency call with a satisfactory quality of service.

More particularly, a multi-mode wireless communication device according to one embodiment of the present invention is configured to access a core network of a wireless communication system via any one of multiple different access networks (e.g., GSM/EDGE, WiMAX, or WLAN). Not all of these access networks may support emergency calls. Accordingly, to assist the multi-mode device with the selection of which access network it should use to initiate an emergency call, one or more servers in the core network are configured to send emergency support information to the device
that indicates which access networks available to the device support emergency calls. The emergency support information may simply indicate which access networks, in general, support emergency calls, or may more specifically indicate which access networks support one or more certain types of emergency calls (e.g., IMS emergency calls).

Regardless, the server(s) in the core network advantageously send emergency support information to the device prior to the device initiating an emergency call. In one embodiment, for example, the server(s) are configured to obtain, before the multi-mode device initiates an emergency call, a non-emergency event notification. The non-emergency event notification indicates to the server(s) that one or more non-emergency events associated with the device have occurred. A non-emergency event as used herein refers to any event particularly associated with the device that occurs during a non-emergency situation. A non-emergency event may include, for example, the device initially accessing the core network, but expressly excludes the device initiating an emergency call or receiving an emergency call re-direction signal, as these events of course occur during an emergency situation. Responsive to the non-emergency event notification, the server(s) are configured to send the emergency support information to the multi-mode device.

Correspondingly, the multi-mode device is configured to obtain, e.g., by receiving from the server(s), the emergency support information. At some point thereafter, the device receives a control command to initiate an emergency call. Upon receiving the control command, the device selects an access network over which to initiate that emergency call. More particularly, the device selects the access network over which to initiate the emergency call from the access networks indicated by the emergency support information as supporting emergency calls. The device then initiates the emergency call, responsive to the control command to do so, over the selected access network.

In some embodiments, the device is also configured to obtain a selection policy that includes one or more rules for selecting an access network from among the multiple different access networks. The selection policy may, for example, prioritize the available access networks based on whether or not each access network supports emergency calls, the type of each access network, etc. Later, the device uses the selection policy to select an access network over which to initiate an emergency call.
Regardless, the device in at least one embodiment is configured to obtain the emergency support information and/or the selection policy via one or more device management (DM) management objects (MO). A DM MO as used herein refers to any data model for information which is a logical part of the interfaces exposed by the device for management purposes (e.g., for provisioning of the device, for configuration of the device's settings and parameters, for upgrading the device's software, etc.). Furthermore, a DM MO includes one or more nodes and one or more leaves, typically structured in a tree, e.g., as an Extensible Markup Language (XML) document. This permits the values and properties of each node to be set and retrieved individually.

Accordingly, the emergency support information and the selection policy may be sent to the device via a single DM MO, or via two separate DM MOs.

The above embodiments permit the device to successfully place an emergency call with minimal delay and with minimal system overhead. Of course, the present invention is not limited to the features and advantages of the above embodiments. Indeed, those skilled in the art will recognize additional features and advantages upon reading the following detailed description, and upon viewing the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a wireless communication system, including a multi-mode wireless communication device and a core network, according to one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a logic flow diagram illustrating a method implemented in a core network according to one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 is a logic flow diagram illustrating a method implemented by a multi-mode wireless communication device according to one embodiment of the present invention.

Figures 4A-4B illustrate a diagram of an Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) Device Management (DM) Management Object (MO) according to one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 5 is a call flow diagram illustrating an example emergency call procedure according to one embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 illustrates a wireless communications system 10 that includes one or more multi-mode wireless communication devices 20, multiple different access networks (ANs) 30, a core network (CN) 40, and an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 50.

A multi-mode wireless communication device 20 may comprise a cellular telephone or any other type of mobile terminal, such as a portable, pocket, handheld, computer-included, or vehicle-mounted device which supports multiple radio access technologies (RATs). The device 20 therefore includes one or more processing circuits 22, and multiple radio circuits 24 that are configured to access the CN 40 via any one of the multiple different ANs 30. Each of the radio circuits 24 and corresponding ANs 30 may implement a different RAT. As shown in Figure 1, for example, the radio circuits 24 and ANs 30 communicate over an air interface using GSM/EDGE, WCDMA/LTE, WiMAX, or one of multiple different WLANs. Several of these ANs 30 may be operated by the same wireless operator, or each may be maintained by a separate service provider.

The CN 40 provides a connection to an IP network 60 (e.g., the Internet) for packet switched services, and may provide a connection to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 70 for circuit switched services. The CN 40 also interconnects to the IMS 50, e.g., via an access gateway (not shown). The IMS 50 provides access independent, IP-based multimedia services to the multi-mode device 20 and supports a variety of IP services including voice over IP (VoIP), video and audio streaming, email, web browsing, videoconferencing, instant messaging, presence and other services.

The multi-mode device 20 is configured to initiate emergency calls, e.g., responsive to user control. Emergency calls may include proprietary emergency voice calls, 911 emergency voice calls, emergency text messages, emergency instant messages, or the like. Emergency calls may also include IMS emergency calls, whereby the multi-mode device 20 establishes an IMS emergency session. Regardless of the particular type of emergency call, the system 10 routes emergency calls successfully placed by a device 20 to appropriate Emergency Answering Points (EAPs) 80, 90 via either PSTN 70 or IP network 60, which may include an emergency services network such as the wireless 911 network. EAPs 80, 90 may include, for example, designated statewide default answering points such as Public Service Answering Points (PSAPs), appropriate local emergency authorities, or proprietary emergency answering points like Onstar.
As the multi-mode device 20 supports multiple RATs, the device 20 is configured to initiate an emergency call over any one of the multiple different ANs 30. However, some of the ANs 30 may not support the emergency call. Some of the ANs 30, for example, may not be capable of prioritizing emergency calls over non-emergency calls/services, may not be able to provide sufficient quality of service for emergency calls, and/or may not offer localization services to properly route emergency calls. If the multi-mode device 20 were to initiate the emergency call over one of these ANs 30, the call would be redirected to another AN 30, which likewise may not support the emergency call. This would potentially add considerable delay to the time required for the device 20 to successfully place the emergency call.

To enable the multi-mode device 20 to initiate an emergency call over an appropriate AN 30, the CN 40 includes one or more servers 44 that are configured to implement the method illustrated in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, the one or more servers 44 are configured to obtain, or otherwise receive, before the multi-mode device 22 initiates an emergency call, a non-emergency event notification (Block 100). The non-emergency event notification indicates to the one or more servers 44 that one or more non-emergency events associated with the device 22 have occurred. A non-emergency event as used herein refers to any event particularly associated with the device 22 that occurs during a non-emergency situation. A non-emergency event may include, for example, the device 22 initially accessing the CN 40, but expressly excludes the device 22 initiating an emergency call or receiving an emergency call redirection signal, as these events of course occur during an emergency situation. Other examples of non-emergency events will become apparent from the description below.

The one or more servers 44 may obtain a non-emergency event notification indicating the occurrence of one or more non-emergency events by directly detecting the occurrence of those events. Alternatively, the one or more servers 44 may obtain a non-emergency event notification by receiving the notification from another node in the CN 40 or IMS 50 (e.g., a home subscriber services, HSS, node) that has detected their occurrence. A node in the CN 40 or IMS 50 may, for example, implement an Automatic Device Detection feature that detects when a new International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) and International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) relation is attaching to the system 10 and, upon such detection, sends a non-emergency event notification to the one or more servers 44.
Responsive to the non-emergency event notification, the one or more servers 44 are configured to send to the multi-mode device 20 emergency support information that indicates which ANs 30 available to the device 20 support emergency calls (Block 110). The server(s) 44 thereby inform the device 20 about which ANs 30 support emergency calls, in advance of the device initiating an emergency call. Thus, in any later instance where the device 20 is used to initiate an emergency call, the device 20 may initiate the call over an AN 30 that actually supports the emergency call (as opposed to, e.g., the device 20 initiating the call over an AN 30 that does not support the emergency call and having to then be re-directed to a different AN 30).

The emergency support information may simply indicate which ANs 30, in general, support emergency calls, or may more specifically indicate which ANs 30 support one or more certain types of emergency calls. In one embodiment, for example, the emergency support information indicates which ANs 30 support IMS emergency calls (i.e., emergency calls over the IMS 50). In other embodiments, the emergency support information further indicates the geographic areas over which each AN 30 supports emergency calls. That is, although an AN 30 may implement a RAT that technically supports emergency calls, the AN 30 may nonetheless lack sufficient coverage in certain geographic areas to support emergency calls at some minimum quality of service. In this case, the one or more servers 44 are configured to send emergency support information that specifies the geographic areas where emergency calls are, or are not, supported. The geographic areas that do, or do not, support emergency calls may be identified in the emergency support information based on, for example, the Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates of those areas, the names of the specific access points deployed at those areas, the identifiers of the cells specified at those areas, or the like.

Correspondingly, the one or more processing circuits 22 of the multi-mode device 22 are configured to implement the method illustrated in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3, the processing circuit(s) 22 are configured to obtain e.g., by receiving from the one or more servers 44 in the CN 40, the emergency support information described above as indicating which ANs 30 support emergency calls (Block 120). At some point thereafter, the processing circuit(s) 22 receive a control command to initiate an emergency call (Block 130). The control command may be received responsive to a user of the multi-mode device 20 physically dialing a designated emergency number (e.g., 911, or 112), or responsive to one or more emergency detection signals that
autonomously detect the occurrence of an emergency (e.g., one or more vehicle impact detection signals that detect the occurrence of a vehicle collision or accident, in the case that the device 20 is a vehicle-mounted device).

Upon receiving the control command to initiate an emergency call, the processing circuit(s) 22 are configured to select an AN 30 over which to initiate that emergency call (Block 140). More particularly, the processing circuit(s) 22 are configured to select the AN 30 over which to initiate the emergency call from the ANs 30 indicated by the emergency support information as supporting emergency calls. The processing circuit(s) 22 are configured to then initiate the emergency call, responsive to the control command to do so, over the selected AN 30 (Block 150).

In this way the device 20 successfully places an emergency call with minimal delay and with minimal system overhead. Because the device 20 obtains emergency support information prior to initiating an emergency call, the device 20 may intelligently select an AN 30 over which to initiate the emergency call based on which ANs 30 actually support that emergency call. This in turn eliminates or at least minimizes the possibility that the emergency call will be redirected to a different AN 30, and thereby reduces the time and system resources required for the device 20 to successfully place the emergency call.

With this in mind, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the one or more servers 44 may send, and the processing circuit(s) 22 may obtain, the emergency support information described above at any time prior to the device 20 initiating an emergency call. In one embodiment briefly described above, the server(s) 44 send and the processing circuit(s) 22 receive the emergency support information responsive to the device 20 initially accessing the CN 40. For example, when the device 20 initially accesses the CN 40, the CN 40 may push the emergency support information to the device 20, without the device 20 having to first request that information. In other embodiments, however, the server(s) 44 send and the processing circuit(s) 22 receive the emergency support information responsive to the device 20 requesting that information from the CN 40. The device 20 may request emergency support information upon initially accessing the CN 40, and/or at some point in time after the device 20 initially accesses the CN 40 but before the device 20 initiates an emergency call.

Emergency support information sent by the server(s) 44, and obtained by the processing circuit(s) 22, according to the above embodiments may nonetheless become stale over time. That is, after the device 20 initially accesses the CN 40 or
requests emergency support information, the information obtained by the device 20 may no longer accurately indicate which ANs 30 available to the device 20 support emergency calls. Additional ANs 30 that support emergency calls may have since become available to the device 20, either due to the new deployment of an AN 30 or the mobility of the device 20. Moreover, ANs 30 previously indicated as being available to the device 20 and as supporting emergency calls may not be available anymore, or may not support emergency calls temporarily (e.g., technical difficulties, unusually high load, etc.). In some embodiments, therefore, the server(s) 44 are configured to send, and the processing circuit(s) 22 are configured to receive, updated emergency support information responsive to the staleness of information previously obtained by the device 20. The staleness of emergency support information may be defined to occur at periodic intervals measured by either the processing circuit(s) 22 or the server(s) 44. Alternatively or additionally, the staleness of emergency support information may be detected by the processing circuit(s) 22 based on a scan of the available ANs 30. or by the server(s) 44 based on configuration changes in the ANs 30.

Whether updated or not, the emergency support information obtained by the device 20 may indicate more specific information than just whether or not certain available ANs 30 support emergency calls. As briefly discussed above, for instance, the emergency support information in some embodiments additionally indicates the geographic areas over which each AN 30 supports emergency calls. In these cases, the processing circuit(s) 22 of the device 20 may further be configured to obtain location information indicating the device's current geographic location (e.g., via known methods like GPS, assisted-GPS, Enhanced Observed Time Difference, etc.). The processing circuit(s) 22 then select an AN 30 over which to initiate the emergency call by selecting an AN 30 that, according to the location information and the emergency support information, supports emergency calls at the device's current geographic location.

Also as discussed above, the emergency support information in other embodiments specifically indicates which ANs 30 support one or more certain types of emergency calls (e.g., IMS emergency calls). In these cases, the processing circuit(s) 22 of the device 20 may more appropriately select an AN 30 upon receiving a control command to initiate a specific type of emergency call. That is, the processing circuit(s) 22 may be configured to select, from those ANs 30 indicated by the emergency support
information as supporting that specific type of emergency call, an AN 30 over which to initiate the emergency call.

These and other approaches to selecting among the multiple different ANs may be incorporated into a so-called selection policy. In some embodiments, for instance, the processing circuit(s) 22 are further configured to obtain, e.g., by also receiving from the server(s) 44 in the CN 40, a selection policy that includes one or more rules for selecting an AN 30 from among the multiple different ANs 30. The processing circuit(s) 22 can then select an AN 30 over which to initiate an emergency call based on this selection policy.

The selection policy may be generated with a concern for emergency calls and thereby include one or more rules to be used exclusively for initiating emergency calls, or may be a more generally applicable policy that was generated without regard to emergency calls (e.g., the rule(s) used for emergency calls may be the same rule(s) used for normal, non-emergency calls). With regard to the former option, the selection policy obtained by the device 20 in one embodiment includes one or more rules that prioritize only the available ANs 30 indicated by the emergency support information as supporting emergency calls. The ANs 30 may be prioritized according to one or more parameters, such as the RATs they implement. In this case, ANs 30 implementing RATs that support higher quality of service emergency calls are prioritized over ANs 30 that implement RATs that support relatively lower quality of service emergency calls. Regardless, the device 20 selects the AN 30 over which to initiate an emergency call based on the selection policy by selecting higher priority ANs 30 before selecting lower priority ANs 30.

With regard to the latter option, the selection policy obtained by the device 20 in another embodiment includes one or more rules that generally prioritize all available ANs 30, whether or not the emergency support information indicates they support emergency calls. The device 20 may therefore use this generally applicable selection policy for more common purposes, such as selecting an AN 30 over which to initiate a normal, non-emergency call. When using the selection policy to select an AN 30 over which to initiate an emergency call, however, the device 20 in one embodiment is configured to select an AN 30 according to the same phohtization, provided that the selected AN 30 supports emergency calls. That is, the device 20 determines from the emergency support information whether the highest priority AN 30 according to the generally applicable selection policy supports emergency calls, and, if so, selects that
AN 30. Otherwise, the device 20 determines whether the next-highest priority AN 30 supports emergency calls and selects that AN 30 if it does, and so on.

Since, at least in this latter case, the device 20 may use the selection policy for purposes other than just emergency calls, the device 20 in some embodiments obtains the selection policy independently from the emergency support information; that is, at a different time and/or via a different provisioning approach. In general, though, the device 20 may obtain (1) only the emergency support information; (2) the emergency support information and the selection policy, both at the same time and via the same provision approach; or (3) the emergency support information and the selection policy, each at a different time and/or via a different provision approach. The same may be said for the server(s) 44 which are configured to send the emergency support information and/or the selection policy to the device 20.

In one embodiment, for example, the server(s) 44 comprise device management (DM) server(s) 44 that are configured to send the emergency support information and/or the selection policy to the device 20 via one or more DM management objects (MOs), or via update(s) to one or more DM MOs. A DM MO as used herein refers to any data model for information which is a logical part of the interfaces exposed by the device 20 for management purposes (e.g., for provisioning of the device 20, for configuration of the device's settings and parameters, for upgrading the device's software, etc.). The one or more DM MOs, or updates thereto, sent by the DM server(s) 44 to the device 20 may conform, for instance, to the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) DM protocol.

Regardless, a DM MO includes one or more nodes and one or more leaves, typically structured in a tree as an Extensible Markup Language (XML) document. This permits the values and properties of each node to be set and retrieved individually. Accordingly, the emergency support information and the selection policy may be sent from the server(s) 44 to the device 20 via a single DM MO, via an update to a single DM MO, via two separate DM MOs, or via updates to two separate DM MOs. With regard to the former cases, a single DM MO, or an update thereto, includes one or more nodes, or leaves, that define the emergency support information, and one or more other nodes, or leaves, that define the selection policy. With regard to the latter cases, one DM MO, or an update thereto, includes one or more nodes, or leaves, that define the emergency support information (as would be the case in an embodiment where only emergency support information is obtained by the device 20), and the other DM
MO, or an update thereto, includes one or more nodes, or leaves, that define the selection policy.

The one or more DM MOs by which the device 20 receives the emergency support information and/or the selection policy may be any one of several different types of MOs. That is, the device 20 may be configured to receive different types of DM MOs for managing the settings or parameters of different services, and the emergency support information and/or the selection policy may be communicated to the device 20 via any one of these. For example, the device 20 in one embodiment is configured to receive the emergency support information and/or the selection policy via one or more IMS DM MOs, which manage the settings or parameters of services provided by the IMS 50 according to 3GPP Technical Specification (TS) 24.1 67. In another embodiment, the device 20 is configured to receive the emergency support information and/or the selection policy via one or more Multimedia Telephony DM MOs, which manage the settings or parameters of multimedia telephone according to 3GPP TS 26.1 14.

In yet another embodiment, the device 20 is configured to receive the emergency support information and/or the selection policy via one or more Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) DM MOs, which manage intersystem mobility policies according to 3GPP Technical Specification 24.31 2. In this and other embodiments directed to 3GPP ANs 30, the device 20 may otherwise obtain information about which 3GPP ANs 30 support emergency calls, e.g., via 3GPP Mobility Management messages, and obtain emergency support information that primarily indicates which non-3GPP ANs 30 support emergency calls. Additionally, this emergency support information may also indicate which 3GPP ANs 30 support emergency calls, and thereby override any information otherwise obtained about those 3GPP ANs 30.

Of course, the device 20 may additionally or alternatively be configured to receive the emergency support information and/or the selection policy via one or more newly defined DM MOs, defined specifically for managing the settings or parameters of emergency services. Other embodiments include the device 20 obtaining the emergency support information and the selection policy via some combination of these different types of DM MOs.

Figures 4A-4B illustrate additional details of one embodiment whereby the emergency support information and the selection policy are both provided to the device
20 via a single ANDSF DM MO. In Figures 4A-4B, the ANDSF DM MO 200 includes a
tree structure comprising a variety of nodes and leaves. The nodes and leaves that
include a question mark are optional. The DiscoveryInformation node 205 provides the
device 20 with information about available ANs 30. More specifically, the
DiscoveryInformation node 205, for each available AN 30, informs the device 20 about
the type of that AN (via the AccessNetworkType leaf 210), the geographic areas where
the AN is expected to be available (via the AccessNetworkArea node 215), and
whether or not the AN supports emergency calls (via the AccessNetworkESupport leaf
220). The DiscoveryInformation node 205, therefore, in conjunction with the
AccessNetworkESupport leaf 220 informs the device 20 about the emergency support
information discussed above. Although not shown in Figures 4A-4B, the
DiscoveryInformation node 205 may also, for each available AN 30, inform the device
20 about the geographic areas where the AN supports emergency calls, via for
example an AccessNetworkESupportArea node that is similar to the
AccessNetworkArea node 215, or more specifically inform the device 20 about which
types of emergency calls the AN supports.

The Policy node 225 in Figures 4A-4B provides the device 20 with one or more
rules that prioritize the available ANs 30, and therefore informs the device 20 about the
selection policy discussed above. Some rules specified by this selection policy may not
be applicable (i.e., valid) at all times or in all geographic areas. The TimeOfDay node
230, for instance, specifies the times during which a rule is valid and may otherwise be
applied to prioritize the available ANs 30. Likewise, the ValidityArea node 235 specifies
the geographic areas at which a rule is valid. Moreover, according to some
embodiments whereby the selection policy is generated with a concern for emergency
calls, some rules may not be valid unless the device 20 is using the selection policy
during an emergency situation (e.g., to select an AN 30 over which to initiate an
emergency call). In these embodiments, Emergency leaf 240 specifies whether or not a
rule is only valid during an emergency situation.

With this in mind, the one or more rules are themselves prioritized according to
the RulePriority leaf 230, e.g., to determine which rule to apply if more than one rule is
valid at a given time, location, and situation. Higher priority rules are applied before
relatively lower priority rules. In the case where the selection policy includes a rule that
is to be used exclusively for initiating emergency calls, the rule is given a high priority
according to the RulePriority leaf 230. Giving the rule a high priority ensures that it will
be applied to initiate an emergency call before other rules, which may prioritize ANs 30 which do not support emergency calls over those ANs 30 which do support emergency calls.

The PhohtzedAccess node 250 actually prioritizes the available ANs 30 for each of the one or more rules included in the Policy node 225. A rule can prioritize the available ANs 30, for example, based on whether or not each AN supports emergency calls (via the AccessESupport leaf 255), and/or based on the type of each AN (via the AccessTechnology leaf 260), among others. Of course, those skilled in the art will appreciate that Figures 4A-4B represent just one possible embodiment of a DM MO, and that the present invention is not limited to this embodiment.

Figure 5 likewise represents one possible embodiment of the call flow occurring in the wireless communication system 10 for initiating an IMS emergency call. In Figure 5, the multi-mode device 20 initially accesses the CN 40 via AN 30-1 (Step 300). As discussed above, some node in the CN 40, e.g., CN node 42, may detect the device's initial access and, responsive thereto, send a non-emergency event notification to DM server(s) 44. Alternatively or additionally, at some point after the device's initial access, the device 20 may send a non-emergency event notification to DM server(s) 44 as a request for emergency support information (ESI) and/or a selection policy (Step 310). Regardless, DM server(s) 44 obtain the non-emergency event notification (Step 320) and send ESI and/or a selection policy to the multi-mode device 20 (Step 330). At some point after receiving ESI and/or a selection policy, the multi-mode device 20 receives a control command to initiate an IMS emergency call (Step 340) and selects which AN 30 over which to initiate the IMS emergency call based on the ESI and/or selection policy received from the DM server(s) 44 (Step 350). In Figure 5, the device 20 selects AN 30-2. Since the device 20 is not currently connected to AN 30-2, though, the device 20 connects to AN 30-2 (Step 360). Connected to AN 30-2, the device 20 initiates the IMS emergency call over AN 30-2 (Step 370).

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the various "circuits" described may refer to a combination of analog and digital circuits, and/or one or more processors configured with software and/or firmware (e.g., stored in memory) that, when executed by the one or more processors, perform as described above. One or more of these processors, as well as the other digital hardware, may be included in a single application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), or several processors and various digital
hardware may be distributed among several separate components, whether individually packaged or assembled into a system-on-a-chip (SoC).

Thus, those skilled in the art will recognize that the present invention may be carried out in other ways than those specifically set forth herein without departing from essential characteristics of the invention. The present embodiments are thus to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive, and all changes coming within the meaning and equivalency range of the appended claims are intended to be embraced therein.
CLAIMS

1. A method implemented by a multi-mode wireless communication device configured to access a core network via any one of multiple different access networks, comprising:

   obtaining emergency support information that indicates which access networks available to the multi-mode wireless communication device support emergency calls;

   receiving a control command to initiate an emergency call;

   selecting, from the access networks indicated by the emergency support information as supporting emergency calls, an access network over which to initiate said emergency call; and

   initiating said emergency call, responsive to said control command, over said selected access network.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining emergency support information comprises receiving emergency support information from the core network before receiving the control command to initiate an emergency call, responsive to at least one of:

   initially accessing the core network;

   requesting said emergency support information from the core network; or

   staleness of emergency support information previously obtained by the device.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising obtaining location information indicating the device’s current geographic location, wherein obtaining emergency support information comprises obtaining emergency support information that also indicates the geographic areas over which each access network supports emergency calls, and wherein selecting an access network over which to initiate said emergency call comprises selecting an access network that, according to said location information and said emergency support information, supports emergency calls at the device’s current geographic location.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining emergency support information comprises receiving a device management object or an update to a device
management object, including one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said emergency support information.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting, from the access networks indicated by the emergency support information as supporting emergency calls, an access network over which to initiate said emergency call comprises:
   obtaining a selection policy that includes one or more rules for selecting an access network; and
   selecting the access network over which to initiate said emergency call based on said selection policy.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein obtaining emergency support information and obtaining a selection policy comprises receiving from the core network either:
   a single device management object, or an update to a single device management object, including one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said emergency support information and one or more other nodes, or leaves, that define said selection policy; or
   two different device management objects, or updates to two different device management objects, one including one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said emergency support information and the other including one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said selection policy.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining emergency support information comprises obtaining emergency support information that indicates which access networks available to the multi-mode wireless communication device support emergency calls over an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), wherein receiving a control command to initiate an emergency call comprises receiving a control command to initiate an emergency call over the IMS, and wherein selecting an access network over which to initiate said emergency call comprises selecting, from the access networks indicated by the emergency support information as supporting emergency calls over the IMS, an access network over which to initiate said emergency call.

8. A multi-mode wireless communication device, comprising:
multiple radio circuits configured to access a core network via any one of multiple different access networks; and one or more processing circuits configured to:

- obtain emergency support information that indicates which access networks available to the multi-mode wireless communication device support emergency calls;
- receive a control command to initiate an emergency call;
- select, from the access networks indicated by the emergency support information as supporting emergency calls, an access network over which to initiate said emergency call; and
- initiate said emergency call, responsive to said control command, over said selected access network.

9. The multi-mode wireless communication device of claim 8, wherein the one or more processing circuits are configured to obtain emergency support information from the core network before receiving the control command to initiate an emergency call, responsive to at least one of:

- initially accessing the core network;
- requesting said emergency support information from the core network; and
- staleness of emergency support information previously obtained by the device.

10. The multi-mode wireless communication device of claim 8, wherein the one or more processing circuits are further configured to:

- obtain location information indicating the device's current geographic location;
- obtain emergency support information that also indicates the geographic areas over which each access network supports emergency calls; and
- select an access network over which to initiate said emergency call by selecting an access network that, according to said location information and said emergency support information, supports emergency calls at the device's current geographic location.

11. The multi-mode wireless communication device of claim 8, wherein the one or more processing circuits are configured to obtain emergency support information by receiving a device management object, or an update to a device management object,
including one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said emergency support information.

12. The multi-mode wireless communication device of claim 8, wherein the one or more processing circuits are configured to select an access network over which to initiate said emergency call by:
   obtaining a selection policy that includes one or more rules for selecting an access network; and
   selecting the access network over which to initiate said emergency call based on said selection policy.

13. The multi-mode wireless communication device of claim 12, wherein the one or more processing circuits are configured to obtain emergency support information and a selection policy by receiving from the core network either:
   a single device management object, or an update to a single device management object, including one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said emergency support information and one or more other nodes, or leaves, that define said selection policy; or
   two different device management objects, or updates to two different device management objects one including one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said emergency support information and the other including one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said selection policy.

14. The multi-mode wireless communication device of claim 8, wherein the one or more processing circuits are configured to obtain emergency support information that indicates which access networks available to the multi-mode wireless communication device support emergency calls over an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), to receive a control command to initiate an emergency call over the IMS, and to select, from the access networks indicated by the emergency support information as supporting emergency calls over the IMS, an access network over which to initiate said emergency call.

15. A method implemented in a core network for assisting a multi-mode wireless communication device, configured to access the core network via any one of multiple
different access networks, with the initiation of an emergency call, the method comprising:

obtaining, before the multi-mode wireless communication device initiates an emergency call, a non-emergency event notification indicating the occurrence of one or more non-emergency events associated with said device; and

sending to the multi-mode wireless communication device, responsive to said non-emergency event notification, emergency support information that indicates which access networks available to the device support emergency calls.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein obtaining a non-emergency event notification comprises obtaining a notification indicating the occurrence of at least one of:

the device initially accessing the core network;

the device requesting said emergency support information from the core network; and

staleness of emergency support information previously sent to the device.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein sending to the multi-mode wireless communication device emergency support information comprises sending emergency support information that indicates which access networks available to the device support emergency calls over an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS),

18. The method of claim 15, wherein sending to the multi-mode wireless communication device emergency support information comprises sending one or more device management objects, or sending one or more updates to a device management object, that includes one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said emergency support information.

19. One or more servers in a core network for assisting a multi-mode wireless communication device, configured to access the core network via any one of multiple different access networks, with the initiation of an emergency call, the one or more servers configured to:
obtain, before the multi-mode wireless communication device initiates an emergency call, a non-emergency event notification indicating the occurrence of one or more non-emergency events associated with said device; and

send to the multi-mode wireless communication device, responsive to said non-emergency event notification, emergency support information that indicates which access networks available to the device support emergency calls.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the one or more servers are configured to obtain a non-emergency event notification indicating the occurrence of at least one of:

the device initially accessing the core network;

the device requesting said emergency support information from the core network; or

staleness of emergency support information previously sent to the device.

21. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the one or more servers are configured to send to the multi-mode wireless communication device emergency support information that indicates which access networks available to the device support emergency calls over an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS),

22. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the one or more servers comprise one or more device management servers and are configured to send to the multi-mode wireless communication device one or more device management objects, or one or more updates to a device management object, that includes one or more nodes, or leaves, that define said emergency support information.
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